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Graphs with nonuniform nodes arise naturally in many real-world applications. Although graph drawing has
been a very active research in the computer science community during the past decade, most of the graph drawing
algorithms developed thus far have been designed for graphs whose nodes are represented as single points. As a
result, it is of importance to develop drawing methods for graphs whose nodes are of different sizes and shapes,
in order to meet the need of real-world applications. To this end, a potential field approach, coupled with an
idea commonly found in force-directed methods, is proposed in this paper for drawing graphs with nonuniform
nodes in 2-D and 3-D. In our framework, nonuniform nodes are uniformly charged, while edges are modelled
by springs. Using certain techniques developed in the field of potential-based path planning, we are able to find
analytically tractable procedures for computing the repulsive force and torque of a node in the potential field
induced by the remaining nodes. The crucial feature of our approach is that the rotation of every nonuniform
node and the multiple edges between two nonuniform nodes are taken into account. In comparison with the
existing algorithms found in the literature, our experimental results suggest this new approach to be promising,
as drawings of good quality for a variety of moderate-sized graphs in 2-D and 3-D can be produced reasonably
efficiently. That is, our approach is suitable for moderate-sized interactive graphs or larger-sized static graphs.
Furthermore, to illustrate the usefulness of our new drawing method for graphs with zero-sized nodes, we give
an application to the visualization of hierarchical clustered graphs, for which our method offers a very efficient
solution.

1. Introduction

As graphs are known to be one of the most im-
portant abstract models in various scientific and
engineering areas, graph drawing (or information
visualization in a broader sense) has naturally
emerged as a fast growing research topic in com-
puter science (e.g., see [1]). In visualizing graphs
associated with real-world entities, it is common
to annotate each node with some labels (such as
name, attribute), and a good way to display such
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information (in the form of text or icon) is to fill
the information inside the drawing of the node.
As a result, it is of importance and interest to
be able to cope with nodes of different sizes and
shapes in graph drawing.

Among the various graph drawing techniques
reported in the literature, the so-called force-
directed methods (see, e.g., [2–11]) have received
much attention and have become very popular
for drawing undirected graphs. In such a frame-
work, a graph is viewed as a system of particles
with forces acting between the particles, and then
a good configuration or drawing of the particles
could be generated with locally minimal energy,
i.e., the sum of the forces on each particle is zero.
According to the experimental and theoretical re-
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sults of [12,13], graph drawing methods based on
the force-directed strategy usually enjoy the merit
of producing graph layouts with a high degree of
symmetry and uniformity of the edge length.

Unfortunately, most of the conventional force-
directed graph drawing algorithms only deal with
graphs with zero-sized nodes. A naive exten-
sion of conventional drawing algorithms by plug-
ging in objects of nonzero size for point nodes in
the drawing is unlikely to produce a high quality
drawing. In view of this, it becomes apparent that
a new line of research has to be carried out in hope
of narrowing the gap between the conventional
force-directed algorithms and graphs consisting
of nodes of various sizes and shapes that are fre-
quently encountered in the real world. About
previous work, Harel and Koren [14] extended
the conventional force-directed methods to de-
velop three new algorithms to draw graphs with
either elliptic or rectangular nodes. Huang and
Lai [15] proposed a force-directed graph drawing
algorithm for graphs with rectangular nodes in
which they guaranteed that there is no overlap-
ping between any pair of rectangular nodes.

In this paper, we present a new approach, com-
bining the force-directed strategy as well as the
theory of potential fields, for drawing graphs with
nonuniform nodes. Although there exist other
conventions (e.g., like hierarchical-layered draw-
ing [16] and orthogonal drawing [17]) for drawing
graphs with nonuniform nodes, we for the first
time take node rotations into account when im-
plementing our force-directed-based drawing al-
gorithm. The concept of potential fields has
already found applications in a variety of ar-
eas in computer science and engineering, such
as path planning [18,19], among others. In our
setting, each edge is modelled by a spring (like
in conventional force-directed methods) and the
boundary of every nonuniform node is uniformly
charged. We consider both 2-D and 3-D drawings
of nonuniform nodes, each of which is represented
by a polygon (in 2-D) or polyhedron (in 3-D).
Other shapes of objects can be approximated by
their enclosing polygons (or polyhedrons). For a
given nonuniform node, the forces on the node
come from two sources: one resulting from being
connected by springs, and the other is caused by

being present in the potential field induced by the
remaining nodes. From the efficiency viewpoint,
it turns out that computing the repulsive force
and torque of a node in the potential field induced
by the remaining nodes is analytically tractable,
as our subsequent discussion indicates.

In comparison with [14], our approach differs in
the following. First, we deal with graphs in both
2-D and 3-D, whereas in [14], only 2-D graphs
with either elliptical or rectangular nodes are in-
vestigated. Second and perhaps a more signifi-
cant difference is that when measuring the move-
ment of a nonuniform node, rotation is taken into
account rather naturally in our framework, while
the algorithm in [14] lacks this capability. In the
process of reaching equilibrium, the degree of in-
clination of a nonuniform node can be adjusted
while moving from one position to another. By
doing so, the final drawing has a tendency to
display a high degree of symmetry or occupy a
small area, which will be shown by our experi-
mental results. Consider various drawings of a
graph with nonuniform nodes shown in Figure 1,
which can be classified into four styles, depend-
ing on where the end points of the drawing edges
are emanated from and whether the orientation
of each nonuniform node can be modified. In Fig-
ures 1(a) and 1(b), every edge connects two cor-
ners between a pair of nonuniform nodes; in Fig-
ures 1(c) and 1(d), each edge connects the centers
of two nonuniform nodes. Figures 1(b) and 1(d)
allow each nonuniform node with angle of incli-
nation, but Figures 1(a) and 1(c) do not. The
algorithm in [14] can only produce the drawing
depicted in Figure 1(c). In contrast, our approach
can produce all four drawing styles simply by al-
tering the values of some parameters in our draw-
ing algorithm. In view of this example, it is clear
that rotation plays a crucial role in producing a
nicer drawing for a graph with nonuniform nodes.
Another feature of our approach is that multiple
edges can be dealt with in a natural way. By al-
lowing an edge to come out from a corner or the
interior of a nonuniform node rather than from
its center, our approach can produce drawings
of graphs with multiple edges. Note that Fig-
ures 1(a) and 1(b) allow multiple edges between
two nonuniform nodes.
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Figure 1. Various drawings of a graph with three
square-shaped nodes and three edges.

Aside from the fact that natural objects tend to
be of nonzero size, another motivation behind the
need of handling graphs with nonuniform nodes
has to do with drawing clustered graphs, which
are frequently used for in the visualization of
huge graphs. Assuming that each cluster of a
clustered graph has already been drawn nicely,
our idea (motivated by [20]) is to view the con-
vex hull (polygon) of each nicely drawn cluster
as a nonuniform node first. The next step is to
produce a nice drawing for the graph with its
constituent clusters represented by nonuniform
nodes. In the final phase of the drawing proce-
dure, the details of each cluster are then plugged
into the corresponding nonuniform node. The
drawing approach by abstracting out the details
of each cluster runs very efficiently, making the
method suitable for graph drawing in dynamic
scenarios (see, e.g., [21]).

We have developed a prototype system to com-
pare our new graph drawing method with other
existing approaches empirically. Our experimen-
tal results look promising as our subsequent dis-
cussion indicates. However, our method is slower
than the previous methods for moderate-sized
graphs without rotations of nonuniform nodes,
and hence our method is suitable for moderate-
sized interactive graphs or larger-sized static
graphs (note that graph drawing algorithms may
be designed for the static or dynamic scenarios,
e.g., Biedl and Kaufmann [22] presented algo-
rithms for generating orthogonal drawings in the
static and dynamic scenarios). Therefore, find-
ing a more efficient algorithm for drawing graphs
with nonuniform nodes remains open. In addi-
tion, note that some applications do not allow ro-

tations of nonuniform nodes. Therefore, we give
examples applied to UML class diagrams by using
our approach in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives some preliminaries. In Section 3,
the theory behind potential fields in graph draw-
ing is developed in depth. Section 4 gives some
experimental results in 2-D and 3-D, and Section
5 gives an application. Finally, a conclusion is
given in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we give formal definitions for
the problem at hand, as well as the necessary
background in force-directed methods.

2.1. Basic definitions
A graph is a pair G = (V, E) where V is the

set of nodes and E ⊆ V ×V is the set of edges. A
drawing of a graph G on the plane is a mapping D
from V to R

2, where R is the set of real numbers.
That is, each node v is placed at point D(v) on
the plane, and each edge (u, v) is displayed as a
straight-line segment connecting D(u) and D(v).

A nonuniform node refers to a polygon in 2-D
or a polyhedron in 3-D. Points of zero size are re-
garded as degenerated nonuniform nodes, and to
draw other types of nonuniform nodes (such as
circles and ovals (in 2-D) or balls (in 3-D)), we
simply use polygons or polyhedra to approximate
such nonuniform nodes. Note that nonuniform
nodes may be of different shapes and different
sizes. A graph with nonuniform nodes (abbrevi-
ated by GNN) is a pair G = (N, E) such that N
is the set of nonuniform nodes and E is the set
of edges. For satisfying different applications, we
can classify drawings of a GNN into four cate-
gories, as shown in Figure 1, depending on where
the end points of the drawing edges are emanated
from and whether the orientation of every nonuni-
form node can be altered. Through the rest of this
paper, we denote S1-S4 as the drawing styles of
Figure 1(a)–(d), respectively, in which:

• S1: every drawing edge connects two cor-
ners between a pair of nonuniform nodes,
and nonuniform nodes are not allowed to
be rotated;
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• S2: every drawing edge connects two cor-
ners between a pair of nonuniform nodes,
and nonuniform nodes are allowed to be ro-
tated;

• S3: every drawing edge connects the centers
of two nonuniform nodes, and nonuniform
nodes are not allowed to be rotated;

• S4: every drawing edge connects the centers
of two nonuniform nodes, and nonuniform
nodes are allowed to be rotated.

It should be noticed that S1 and S2 allow multi-
ple edges between two nonuniform nodes. Here,
we assume that the ports to which the edges are
connected are given.

A hierarchical clustered graph C = (G, H) is a
graph with its nodes clustered recursively in a way
that each leaf (resp. internal node) of the rooted
tree H called inclusion tree corresponds to a node
(resp. a subset of nodes called “cluster”) of G. In
the drawing of a hierarchical clustered graph, ev-
ery node of G is drawn as a point, every edge of
G is drawn as a simple curve, and every inter-
nal node of H is drawn as a simple closed region
bounding its descendents. A c-planar drawing
[23], i.e., the drawing of a hierarchical clustered
graph without any crossing between edge pairs or
edge/region pairs, is of importance in the fields of
graph drawing or information visualization. Al-
though there exist polynomial time algorithms for
drawing restricted types of c-planar graphs [24],
whether c-planar drawings can be generated effi-
ciently in the general case remains a challenging
unanswered problem. Dogrusoz et al. [21] (resp.,
Bertault and Miller [20]) applied force-directed
strategy (resp., layered-drawing strategy) to pro-
ducing the straight-line drawings of hierarchical
clustered graphs where every internal node of the
inclusion tree is drawn as a rectangular box.

In order to draw hierarchical clustered graphs,
Eades and Huang [25] devised a force-directed
model where the edges between two nodes that
belong to the same cluster are replaced by
stronger springs; the edges between two nodes
that belong to different clusters are replaced by
weaker springs. By this setting, the nodes of
the same cluster are drawn closer; the nodes of

different clusters are drawn farther. Hence, the
relationship of clustering can be observed in vi-
sualization even if we do not draw the simple
closed regions of the internal nodes of the inclu-
sion tree. In this paper, we propose an approach
to drawing clustered graphs. Although this ap-
proach cannot avoid crossings between edge pairs
and edge/region pairs, it may run more efficiently
than the force-directed strategy in [25] applied to
clustered graphs. In this paper, we show that our
approach gives nicer quality than them.

2.2. Defining the problem
The drawing problem considered in this paper

is addressed as follows. Suppose we begin with
an initial drawing of a GNN, one is required to
produce a nice drawing of the GNN with respect
to the following aesthetic criteria: no overlapping
between any two nonuniform nodes, no overlap-
ping between any pair of nonuniform node and
edge, symmetry, uniform edge length, and mini-
mizing the size of the drawing. In addition, the
efficiency of the drawing algorithm is also factored
into our design.

2.3. Previous work on force-directed meth-
ods

The graph drawing algorithm of Tutte [26,27]
described by pure mathematics can be regarded
as the earliest force-directed method. In the Tutte
model, the set of nodes is divided into two sets,
a set of fixed nodes and a set of free nodes. By
nailing down the fixed nodes as a strictly convex
polygon and then placing each free node at the
barycenter of its neighbor in each iteration, the
model can yield a nice drawing.

Furthermore, since the introduction of the sim-
ple force-directed method by Eades in [2] (a.k.a.
spring algorithm), there has been a number of
variants of force-directed approaches reported in
the literature. Generally speaking, such modifica-
tions fall into the following two categories. One
has to do with altering the repulsive force and
the spring force models, while the other attempts
to manipulate the local minima problem result-
ing from the equilibrium between attractive and
repulsive forces.

The model introduced by Eades uses logarith-
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mic strength springs in place of Hooke’s law for
spring forces fa, and the inverse square law for
repulsive forces fr as follows:

fa(duv) = (ca ∗ log(|duv|/l))duv/|duv| (1)
fr(duv) = − (cr/|duv|2

)
duv/|duv|

where ca and cr are scaling constants, l is the
given spring natural length, and duv is the vector
from node u to node v. Besides above consid-
ering repulsive forces between every node–node
pair, the models of considering repulsive forces
between every node–edge pair [3] and every edge–
edge pair [4] also were developed to preserve the
edge crossing property and handle the zero angu-
lar resolution problem, respectively.

Subsequently, a number of variations of
spring algorithms have been proposed to im-
prove the performance as well as the draw-
ing quality. Notable examples include [5–
9]. The algorithm in [5] uses the following as
alternate spring and repulsive force formulas:
fa(duv) =

(|duv|2/k
)
duv/|duv| and fr(duv) =

− (k2/|duv|
)
duv/|duv|, respectively, where k is a

constant. As it turns out, this change makes the
algorithm more efficient than the original spring
algorithm. In addition, a parameter called tem-
perature is used to terminate the algorithm. Ev-
ery node initially has a temperature value and the
value decreases by computing some cooling func-
tion at the end of each iteration. Until all nodes
cool down to some constant value, the algorithm
stops to attain a nice drawing. In a similar work,
the approach of GEM [6] makes use of the history
of the moving trajectory of all nodes to compute
the temperature.

As the algorithm in [7] indicates, the simu-
lated annealing [28] approach also plays a con-
structive role in graph drawing. The basic idea is
as follows. Given a evaluation function consist-
ing a set of criteria, e.g., number of edge cross-
ings, the temperature of every node decreases at
the end of each iteration, but the temperature
of a node may increase when the return value of
the evaluation function for the new position of
the node is worse than that regarding the orig-
inal position of the node. The algorithm termi-
nates when the temperature of every node is be-
low some predefined value. In addition, Kamada

and Kawai [8] have used a potential formula to
replace the force formula, and the optimization
procedure tries to minimize the total energy of
the system. Sugiyama and Misue [9] have con-
sidered the force-directed method based on mag-
netic forces. Their method replaces some or all
of the edges of a graph by magnetized springs,
and gives a global magnetic field that acts on the
springs. It gives three basic types of magnetic
fields (i.e., parallel, radial, and concentric) to con-
trol the orientation of the edges, and hence can
generate drawings with different aesthetic crite-
ria.

In the past, the force-directed techniques only
can handle moderate-sized graphs (about 50
nodes). Recently, the multi-scale approaches
[10,11] make them successful with much larger
graphs (over 10,000 nodes).

2.4. Previous work on graph drawings with
nonuniform nodes

Harel and Koren [14] extended the conventional
force-directed methods to develop three new al-
gorithms to draw graphs with either elliptic or
rectangular nodes. Rectangular nodes can be
viewed as the special case of nonuniform nodes
(polygons) in 2-D, so the force-directed strat-
egy in [14] for drawing graphs with rectangular
nodes is related to our work, and will be com-
pared in this paper. The spring and repulsive
force formula of their approach are calculated ac-
cording to fa(u, v) = lb(u, v)2/Len and fr(u, v) =
Len2/ max(lb(u, v), ε), respectively, where lb(u, v)
is the shortest distance between the boundaries
of rectangular nodes u and v, and Len and ε are
positive constants.

Other work concerning the force-directed meth-
ods for drawing graphs with rectangular nodes in-
cludes [15,29,30], which mainly focus on only the
aesthetic criterion that removes the overlaps be-
tween any pairs of nodes, and hence, the results
of our paper are not compared with those work.

3. Force-Directed Method Using Potential
Fields

To draw GNNs, our force-directed approach is
based upon the idea of replacing each edge by
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a spring and assuming that the border of ev-
ery nonuniform node is uniformly charged. In
this setting, the repulsive forces among nonuni-
form nodes avoid crossings between nonuniform
nodes, and the spring forces pull nonuniform
nodes closer. A nice drawing would be generated
when the corresponding model reaches an equi-
librium between the repulsive forces due to the
charged nonuniform nodes and attractive forces
due to springs.

In each iteration of our algorithm, each nonuni-
form node moves and rotates, respectively, ac-
cording to the force (consisting of repulsive and
spring forces) and the torque (consisting of re-
pulsive and spring torque) acting at that node.
In what follows, since we use Eq. (1) as the
spring force formula, we mainly focus on deriving
the repulsive forces as well as the repulsive and
spring torques. Note that the torque acting at
each nonuniform node is a measure to cause that
node to rotate counterclockwise about an axis,
called pivot point of that node, i.e., the rotation
center of the node.

In what follows, we only consider the style S2

(the remaining styles are similar and simpler) and
elaborate on the foundations of the theory behind
the use of potential fields in graph drawing. The
reader is referred to [18,19] for more about poten-
tial fields as well as some of the detailed deriva-
tions of formulas involved in our subsequent dis-
cussion.

3.1. 2-D model
Consider two polygons (representing two

nonuniform nodes) A and B in 2-D connected by
two edges a1b2 and a3b2 as shown in Figure 2(a).
Polygon A has vertices a1, ..., a6, and polygon B
has b1, b2, and b3 along their boundaries. Each
polygon is associated with a pivot point exerted
by repulsive and attractive forces, and shifts and
rotations are carried out with respect to this pivot
point. For instance, in Figure 2 ea and eb are the
pivot points of polygons A and B, respectively.
In xy-plane, for any two points of unit charge
and of distance r apart, the Newtonian potential
is defined as V = 1/r and the Newtonian po-
tential of a point q with respect to a uniformly
charged line segment a1a2 is V =

∫ a2

a1
1/r(x)dx

where r(x) is the distance between q and x. Fig-
ure 3 shows uniformly charged edges along with
the equi-potential contours.

A
Bea

b2 = eb

a6

b3

b1

y

x

v

u
ea

A

B

(a) (b)

u1

v = au + b

a1

a2

a3
a4

a5

b1

u2

a1 a2

),(Q
b2 = eb

Figure 2. Coordinate transformation of a 2-D
graph with two nonuniform nodes A and B where
ea and eb are the pivot points. (a) The original
coordinate system (xy-plane). (b) The new co-
ordinate system (uv-plane) after the transforma-
tion.

Figure 3. Potential contours due to uniformly
charged square boundary. (Left: charge distribu-
tion; right: equi-potential contours.)

Consider two line segments a1a2 and b1b2 on
the new coordinate system (uv-plane), placing a1

on the original point and a1a2 on the positive u-
axis (v-axis is perpendicular to u-axis), after co-
ordinate transformation as shown in Figure 2(b).
Q(μ, η) is some point on b1b2, and v = au + b
(where a and b are constants) is the line equa-
tion representing b1b2. d is the length of a1a2,
and u1 and u2 are the projection points of the
end points of b1b2. After a sequence of compu-
tations of the above Newtonian potential func-
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tion, such as negative gradient, integral, coordi-
nate transformation, and integral, the repulsive
force on b1b2 due to a1a2, i.e., the repulsive force
between two line segments, along the u-axis and
the v-axis can be respectively expressed as

fru = fru(u2) − fru(u1) (2)
frv = frv(u2) − frv(u1) (3)

where

fru(u) = log
f ′
1(u)/2 +

√
1 + a2f

1/2
1 (u)

f ′
2(u)/2 +

√
1 + a2f

1/2
2 (u)

,

frv(u) =(
1
a

log
f ′
1(u)/2 +

√
1 + a2f

1/2
1 (u)

f ′
2(u)/2 +

√
1 + a2f

1/2
2 (u)

+
√

1 + a2(b + d)
a(ad + b)

× log
2(ad + b)(d − u) + 2(ad + b)f1/2

1 (u)
au + b

+
√

1 + a2

a
log

−2bu + 2bf
1/2
2 (u)

au + b

)
,

f1(u) = (au + b)2 + (u − d)2, and f2(u) =
(au + b)2 + u2. And the repulsive torque on
b1b2 due to a1a2, i.e., the repulsive torque be-
tween two line segments, with respect to the
pivot point eb = (eu

b , ev
b ) can be expressed as

τeb
r = τeb

r (u2) − τeb
r (u1) where

τeb
r (u) =

(
b − ev

b − ba2 + b2

1 + a2
− eu

b + b

a

)
× log

f ′
1(u)/2 +

√
1 + a2f

1/2
1 (u)

f ′
2(u)/2 +

√
1 + a2f

1/2
2 (u)

−
(

b2

a2
+ eu

b d +
beu

b + bd

a

) √
1 + a2

b + da

× log
2(ad + b)(d − u) + 2(ad + b)f1/2

1 (u)
au + b

+(
b

a
+ eu

b )
√

1 + a2

a
log

−2bu + 2bf
1/2
2 (u)

au + b

+
√

1 + a2

a
(f1/2

1 (u) − f
1/2
2 (u)) (4)

whose direction is iz = iu × iv, in which iu and iv
are the unit vectors of u-axis and v-axis, respec-
tively.

In addition, the torques due to the spring forces
should be considered. For example, in Figure 2,
suppose the attractive force on the point b2 due
to the spring edge b2a1 is equal to fa(−−→b2a1), from
Eq. (1), and B rotates with respect to the pivot
point eb. The torque with respect to point eb due
to the attractive force fa(−−→b2a1) from spring b2a1,
on point b2, is equal to the cross product

(b2 − eb) × fa(−−→b2a1). (5)

Note that it is inappropriate to choose the cen-
ter of shape as the pivot point of a polygon be-
cause the forces and torques due to springs are
computed by the spring lengths and the springs
are not connected to the centers of the shape.
Instead, the mean of the coordinates of the ver-
tices connected by springs is selected as the pivot
point. Consider Figure 2 for instance. The
polygon A has vertices a1 and a3 connected by
springs, and the midpoint of a1 and a3 is the pivot
point of A. The polygon B only has a single ver-
tex b2 connected by a spring, and hence b2 is the
pivot point of B.

In view of the above derivations, the force be-
tween two polygons can be derived. For example,
in Figure 2, the total repulsive force on polygon
B due to polygon A is equal to

Fr =
∑

i∈B(B)

∑
j∈B(A)

f ij
r (6)

where B(X) is the set of border lines of polygon
X , and f ij

r = (f ij
ru

, f ij
rv

) is the repulsive force on
border line segment i due to j in which f ij

ru
(resp.,

f ij
rv

) is the component along the u-axis (resp., v-
axis) computed by Eq. (2) (resp., Eq. (3)).

On the other hand, the total spring force on
polygon B due to all of the springs is equal to

Fa =
∑

p∈P(B)

∑
(p,q)∈E

fa(−→pq) (7)

where P(B) is the set of vertices of B, E is the
edge set, p is a vertex of B, q is a vertex of some
polygon, and fa is the spring force defined in Eq.
(1).

In summary, the total force applied to polygon
B due to the remaining polygons and springs is
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equal to the sum of the repulsive force (Eq. (6))
and the attractive force (Eq. (7)) as follows:

F =
∑

N−{B}
(Fr + Fa) (8)

Similar results can be obtained for the total
torque T with respect to the pivot point eb in-
cluding repulsive and spring torques.

3.2. 3-D model
Now we turn our attention to drawing nonuni-

form nodes in 3-D in the framework of potential
fields.

In Figure 4(a), consider two polyhedra (repre-
senting nonuniform nodes in 3-D) A and B, where
q is a sample point of B, and S is a plane surface
of A surrounded by border lines C1˜C4 and ∂S
denotes the boundary of S. Figure 4(b) only illus-
trates q and S where ûi and l̂i are along the (out-
ward) normal and tangential directions of ∂S, and
n̂ is its surface normal, where n̂ = ûi × l̂i. Con-
sider a generalized potential function (i.e., higher-
order potential function) of the kind used in [18]
for reasoning about motion planning.

According to the derivation from [18], the re-
pulsive force at point q due to S is can be ex-
pressed as the following analytical from. (See [18]
for more.)

Fr = (Frx , Fry , Frz )

= −
∑

i

∇i

[
Φ3,i(xi = l+i , yi, z)

−Φ3,i(xi = l−, yi, z)
]
+

α

z2
iz (9)

where, for each Ci, the triple xi, yi, and z = d⊥ >
0 are measured along l̂i, −ûi, and n̂, respectively,
with the origin located at the projection of q on
Ci; the gradient ∇i is determined by the coordi-
nate system in which Ci resides, and iz is the unit
vector of z, i.e., n̂. And then the Eq. (9) can be
resolved as follows
∂Φ3

∂x
=

y

(x2 + y2)
√

x2 + y2 + z2

∂Φ3

∂y
=

−x(x2 + 2y2 + z2)

(x2 + y2)(y2 + z2)
√

x2 + y2 + z2

∂Φ3

∂z
= −

tan−1 xz

y
√

x2+y2+z2

z2

(b)
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n̂
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^
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{
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^
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Figure 4. A 3-D graph consisting of two poly-
hedra. (a) Uniformly selected sample points on
the surfaces of the right polyhedron B. (b) Geo-
metric quantities associated with a sample point
q from B and a surface S of A, where Q is the
plane containing S.

+
xy(x2 + y2)

z(x2 + y2)(y2 + z2)
√

x2 + y2 + z2
.

In 3-D, the repulsive force between two poly-
hedra A and B is the sum of the repulsive forces
of every possible pair of polygonal surfaces in A
and B. However, the repulsive force between two
polygonal surfaces is a complicated four-order in-
tegral. In order to reduce the complexity of com-
puting repulsive forces between A and B, we uni-
formly select sample points on the surfaces of each
polyhedron. Hence the repulsive force on B due
to A is the sum of the repulsive forces at each
sample point q due to every polygonal surface of
B. See Figure 4(a) for an illustrating example.
The complexity of computing the forces between
two polyhedra can be reduced because the forces
at a single point due to polygons is a two-order
integral.

Assume that SP(X) is the set of sample points
of polyhedron X and S(X) is set of polygonal
surfaces of polyhedron X . The repulsive force at
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a sample point pi on B due to A is the sum of
the repulsive forces at pi due to n (all) polygo-
nal surfaces on A. Thus, the repulsive force Fr,
standing for the force at B due to A, is the sum
of the repulsive forces for all sample points on B,
as follows:

Fr =
∑

i∈SP(B)

∑
j∈S(A)

F ij
r (10)

where the repulsive force at pi due to the j-
th polygonal surface of A is denoted as F ij

r =
(F ij

rx
, F ij

ry
, F ij

rz
), which is computed according to

Eq. (9).
On the other hand, the total attractive force on

polyhedron B due to all of the springs is equal to

Fa =
∑

p∈P(B)

∑
(p,q)∈E

fa(−→pq) (11)

where p is a vertex of B, and fa = (fax , fay , faz)
in which fax , fay , faz are the projections of the
spring force defined in (1) along x, y, and z-axis,
respectively.

Thus, the total force on polyhedron B due to
all springs and the other polyhedra except for B
can be expressed as the sum of (10) and (11), as
follows:

F =
∑

N−{B}
(Fr + Fa) (12)

The repulsive torque (13) is the cross product
of the repulsive force F i

r at sample point pi and
distance vector Xi which is the distance from the
reference point eb to pi. So the total repulsive
torque (14) is the sum of torques due to all of the
sample points.

T i
r = Xi × F i

r (13)

Tr =
∑

i∈SP(B)

T i
rx

(14)

The total attractive torque Ta can be derived
similarly. Consequently, the total torque (15) on
polyhedron B due to all springs and the other
polyhedra except for B can be expressed as

T = Tr + Ta. (15)

Note that an important aspect of our approach
lies in the formulas derived in our potential field
model being analytically tractable, making our
algorithm computationally tractable.

4. Implementation and Experimental Re-
sults

Based on the theory of potential fields detailed
in the previous section, in this section we pro-
pose our algorithm, detail the implementation of
our algorithm, and develop a prototype system
for drawing GNNs in 2-D and 3-D and give some
experimental results.

4.1. Algorithm
Our drawing algorithm, based upon the theory

of potential fields, is presented in Algorithm 1,
which has a structure similar to those found in
conventional force-directed methods. The algo-
rithm operates iteratively to generate a continu-
ous process from the initial drawing to the final
drawing, as shown in Figure 7. It is worthy of
pointing out that if the drawing of each iteration
is rendered, the animated process allows the user
to predict the dynamics of the drawing, which
meets the requirement in information visualiza-
tion.

In Algorithm 1, c1 and c2 (resp., t1 and t2) are
constants used to control the magnitudes (resp.,
upper bounds) of movement and rotation of ev-
ery nonuniform node, NewPos and OldPos are
data structures used to record the new and old
positions of vertices of all nonuniform nodes in N
respectively, and ε1 (resp., ε2) in line 12 is the
tolerance of convergence for force (resp., torque)
which is usually a very small positive number. In
addition, by using the flag converged, the while
loop in lines 2–16, especially lines 2–4 and 12–
14, stops when the drawing remains unchanged
between two iterations, i.e., the algorithm con-
verges, or the maximal number of iterations is
reached. There exist two for loops in the rest
of the main loop, i.e., in each iteration, the first
(lines 5–9) is to compute all the forces and torques
of each nonuniform node according to the deriva-
tions in previous sections, and the second (lines
10–15) is to move and rotate each nonuniform
node and then render the graph. To avoid a
drastic change in position, we can assign upper
bounds to the movement and rotation for each
nonuniform node.

The way of rotating a nonuniform node in line
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Algorithm 1 Potential Spring (graph G)
1: assign the initial locations of nonuniform nodes of G according to a given (or random) initial drawing
2: while converged �= 1 or the maximal number of iterations is reached do
3: converged ← 1
4: oldPosn ← newPosn
5: for each nonuniform node Ni in G do
6: Calculate the total force Fi of node Ni, consisting of:

(a) the repulsive force due to the other nonuniform nodes located
within the neighborhood of node Ni (the circle in 2-D (ball in 3-D)
with center Ni and a small radius γ) according to spring force
formula (1), and

(b) the spring force due to its adjacent springs according to repulsive
force formulas (2) and (3) in 2-D or (9) in 3-D;

7: Calculate its total torque Ti according to 2-D formulas (4) and (5) or 3-D formulas (13) and
(14);

8: Save Fi and Ti;
9: end for

10: for each nonuniform node Ni in G do
11: Simultaneously move and rotate every nonuniform node Ni according to min(c1 × Fi, t1) and

min(c2 × Ti, t2), respectively,and then save new positions to newPosn;
12: if ‖c1Fi‖ > ε1 or ‖c2Ti‖ > ε2 then
13: converged ← 0
14: end if
15: end for
16: end while

11 is by taking the pivot point as the center of
rotation and rotating with an angle with degree
c2 × Ti counterclockwise.

About the computation of repulsive forces in
line 6(a) of Algorithm 1, we consider only the lo-
cal repulsive forces (derived from the approach in
[5]) to speed up the algorithm. Like most of the
force-directed approaches to drawing huge graphs
[10,11], the idea is to compute the local repulsive
force of each nonuniform node Ni, i.e., only to
compute the repulsive force of Ni due to the other
nonuniform nodes placed within the neighborhood
of Ni (which is defined as the circle in 2-D (sphere
in 3-D) with center Ni and a small radius γ) in-
stead of all the other nonuniform nodes.

As for the time complexity, since line 6(a) in Al-
gorithm 1 needs to enumerate all pairs of nonuni-
form nodes, one can easily check that each itera-
tion of Algorithm 1 takes time O(|N |2 + |E|) in
the worse case. Line 6(a) in Algorithm 1 may take

time O(|N |) if nonuniform nodes are uniformly
distributed in the 2-D plane (note that the situ-
ation often occurs in the drawings generated by
force-directed methods). In this case, each itera-
tion of Algorithm 1 taking time O(|N |+ |E|) may
be executed efficiently. In order to evaluate the
total number of iterations experimentally, we ex-
ecute our algorithms on a number of GNNs with
moderate sizes (|N | ≤ 100), which are generated
randomly, under our setting of parameters. The
experimental evaluation shows the total number
of iterations to be at most about 1000.

4.2. Implementation
The analysis on the convergence and the ad-

justments of parameters in force-directed meth-
ods has been discussed a lot in previous work
(e.g., see [7,11,13]). On theoretical aspect, Eades
and Lin [13] have shown that the general frame-
work of force-directed methods can lead to a sta-
ble drawing in which many symmetries are dis-
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played. In fact, our force-directed approach only
modifies the force formulas and considers addi-
tional torque formulas, but does not have too
much modification on the optimized procedure
of conventional force-directed algorithms. There-
fore, like [13], our approach also can be shown to
lead to a stable drawing, under appropriate set-
ting of parameters.

In Algorithm 1, it should be noticed that the
setting of c1, c2, ε1, ε2 influences not only the
running time but also the convergence of our ap-
proach and the quality of the final drawing. In
the following, we briefly explain how to set those
parameters in Algorithm 1 to achieve conver-
gence. W.l.o.g., we consider that the input graph
is connected; thus, each node must be exerted by
nonzero spring and repulsive forces. That is, if
the total force acted at a node is nonzero, then the
node moves either inward into or outward from
the other nodes of the graph. Since parameters
c1 and c2 (resp., t1 and t2) control the magnitudes
(resp., upper bounds) of movement and rotation,
the ranges in which nodes move and rotate are
bounded. That is, if those parameters are set
smaller, then the movement and rotation ranges
of nodes are smaller. Note that parameters ε1 and
ε2 control the tolerance of convergence, so under
larger ε1 and ε2 nodes do not move and rotate
in smaller movement and rotation ranges. As a
result, smaller c1, c2, t1, t2, as well as larger ε1,
ε2 narrow the movement and rotation ranges of
nodes, so our algorithm can achieve convergence
if the movement and rotation ranges are set ap-
propriately.

In fact, given certain setting of parameters,
the user can easily verify whether the parameter
setting achieves convergence or not by observing
the differences of the drawings generated by some
consecutive iterations of Algorithm 1. If the al-
gorithm under a given parameter setting is diver-
gent, the user can judge the divergence type to
adjust the parameters so that the algorithm be-
comes convergent. The possible divergence types
are stated as follows:

1. Bigger movement (resp., rotation) magni-
tude parameter c1 (resp., c2) makes nodes
move farther (resp., be rotated faster) so

that the final drawing may be generated
faster and hence the total running time may
be shorter. Note that t1 and t2 control the
upper bounds of the movement and rota-
tion, respectively. However, if some nodes
move back and forth between two consecu-
tive drawings (resp., rotates very fast dur-
ing a series of drawings) so that the con-
vergent positions (resp., convergent inclina-
tion degrees) of these nodes cannot be de-
termined, then it implies that the value of
c1 (resp., c2) should be decremented;

2. Bigger force (resp., torque) convergence tol-
erance ε1 (resp., ε2) can make the algorithm
achieve the convergence of forces (resp.,
torque) faster. However, if we observe that
a further iteration executed at the final
drawing can obtain a drawing with better
placements of nodes (resp., better inclina-
tion degrees of nodes), then it implies that
the value of ε1 (resp., ε2) should be decre-
mented.

3. Smaller neighborhood radius γ can make
the algorithm run faster because only the
local repulsive forces are computed. How-
ever, if we observe that the final drawing
looks bad, i.e., we encounter a local mini-
mal problem, then it implies that the value
of γ should be incremented.

Intuitively, our approach with repulsive forces
between nonuniform nodes handles the problem
of node–node overlapping1, except for the case
when the pivot point of a small-size node falls in-
side a large node. If there is no overlapping in the
initial drawing, this pathological case would oc-
cur only when the small-size node moves so fast
such that it rushes into the big-size node, and
hence the problem can be solved by setting c1

smaller. In future work, we may apply an alter-
native strategy in which each iteration checks out
this case and adds a repulsive force between the
two nodes.

1Without considering edges, the approach in [15] produces
the drawing of style S3 without the overlapping between
the rectangular nodes.
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Aside from the problem of node–node over-
lapping, the problem of node-edge overlapping
also needs to be taken into account. In [14], it
was proven that a drawing is free from edge–
node overlapping if the distance between any two
nonuniform nodes is at least half of the maxi-
mal edge length. If we also consider uniform
edge lengths, it is required that the ratio between
the maximal edge length and the minimal edge
length is less than two. Hence, in practice edges
rarely intersect with nodes if the deviation be-
tween the edge lengths is not too large. Moreover,
a post-processing strategy may be applied to re-
move node–edge overlapping, e.g, adding repul-
sive forces between nodes and edges [7] or draw-
ing edges as curves [29], bypassing the intersected
nodes.

In the future work, we may consider the fol-
lowing. The repulsive forces make our approach
computationally expensive, and so we may ap-
ply an extension of the conventional spring algo-
rithms (viewing each nonuniform node as a zero-
size point) as the preprocessing procedure of our
approach may be a good strategy of reducing the
total executing time as well as ‘jumping’ out local
minimal problems initially. Especially, if all the
nodes of the input graph are rectangles, applying
the algorithm in [14] as the preprocessing pro-
cedure of our approach is a good starting point.
Obviously, we can imagine that [14] is used to
produce an initial drawing with a nice embedding,
and then our approach only takes a slight amount
of additional effort to adjust the initial drawing
by means of rotations for achieving a smaller area
or a higher degree of symmetry.

Note that conventional force-directed methods
cannot guarantee nice drawings for all kinds of
graphs because they in general do not necessar-
ily reach minimal configurations, i.e., the repul-
sive forces among some nodes might be too weak
or too strong. Fortunately, some local minimal
problems can be overcome by adjusting the co-
efficients of the models. Our model for drawing
GNNs can also handle the local minimal problem
in the same way.

4.3. 2-D experimental results
In what follows, we present some experimen-

tal results for a variety of graphs in 2-D and
give some discussion. Recall that there exist four
styles S1-S4 for drawing GNNs. In this subsec-
tion, we only consider the drawings of style S2 or
S4 because the other styles can be formed from
these by rotation.

In practice, setting different spring magnitudes
for the same GNN may produce a variety of nice
drawings. Technically, spring magnitude is con-
trolled by scaling constant ca or spring natural
length l in Eq. (1), and we say that spring is
stronger (resp. weaker) if ca is set larger (resp.
smaller) or l is set shorter (resp. longer). In Fig-
ure 5, all the various drawings of style S2 display
symmetrically regardless of the setting of spring
magnitudes.

initial weak spring medium spring strong spring

Figure 5. A variety of drawings of style S2 for
the same GNN with respect to different kinds
of springs. (average running time per iteration:
0.00452 s.)

Figure 6 and 7 display the continuous process
from initial drawing to final drawing of styles
S2 and S4, respectively. Note that Figure 6 al-
lows multiple edges, and hence is easy to manip-
ulate nonuniform nodes arbitrarily. By observ-
ing the continuous processes of many instances,
we find that springs can be set very strong such
that our approach can output a nice drawing with
a compact area as well as avoiding node–node
overlapping although there may exist some node–
node overlapping in the process. However, setting
springs too strongly may result in an unbalanced
and divergent state because of lacking a compro-
mise between spring and repulsive forces. On the
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other hand, setting springs weaker may not only
lead to a local minimal problem but also produce
a final drawing with larger area. Therefore, the
strength of springs might as well be adjusted case
by case, and there exist a tradeoff between spring
magnitude and drawing area.

Note that it is more difficult to draw a GNN
with more edges. Consider Figure 8 as an exam-
ple. Figure 8(a) illustrates an initial drawing of
a hypercube-structure GNN, where each nonuni-
form node has degree four. Consider the draw-
ings produced by our approach with weaker and
stronger springs in Figure 8(b) and 8(c), respec-
tively. Our approach with weaker springs can pro-
duce a larger-sized nice drawing, as shown in Fig-
ure 8(b). If a smaller-sized drawing is required,
since each nonuniform node occupies a nonzero
size, the crossings among edges are easily over-
lapped by nonuniform nodes, as shown in Fig-
ure 8(c), so that the degrees of those nonuniform
nodes may not be easily recognized by users. Note
that the case is not serious for graphs with zero-
sized nodes, as show in Figure 8(d). As a result,
our approach may be more suitable for GNNs
with fewer edges.

Figure 9 gives some 2-D drawings for various
graphs with rectangular nodes, where the graphs
of (a)–(d) comes from the analogies of the ex-
amples in [14] in which we initially give every
nonuniform node a certain angle of inclination,
and the experimental statistics is given in Ta-
ble 1. For comparison, five drawings for each
graph are given in Figure 9. That is, the initial
drawing displays graphs by randomly assigning
the location and the inclination degree of every
nonuniform node, while the classical, HK, our
drawings with stronger and weaker springs dis-
play graphs by respectively using the naive ex-
tension of [2]2, [14], and Algorithm 1 with respect
to the initial drawing. The criteria of displaying
smaller drawing area and more symmetries may
be conflicting with each other, and hence in Fig-
ure 9 our approaches using stronger springs and
weaker springs are applied to respectively display

2The classical spring algorithm is carried out by first as-
suming all nodes to be of zero size. Once the drawing
using a spring algorithm is done, each of the point node is
replaced by its actual structure (a small or a large ball).

smaller drawing area and more symmetries. Note
that we only give the classical and HK drawings
with stronger springs in Figure 9 because those
with weaker springs occupy larger area and can-
not generate any symmetry. It is obvious from
Figure 9 to see that the rotations of nonuniform
nodes play an important role in the drawing area
and symmetries.

In Table 1, the term ‘area’ measures the rectan-
gular region bounding the graph drawing, and the
area value is calculated by viewing the smallest
(square) node of graph as one unit. The degree
of uniform edge length is measured by the term
‘standard deviation of edge length’ [14], and ob-
viously a drawing with more uniform edge length
has lower deviation. The symmetries of generic
2-D graph drawings involve reflectional and rota-
tional symmetries, and the relationship between
force-directed methods and symmetries has been
formally defined in [13]. Nevertheless, the sym-
metries of the drawings for GNNs has a little
difference. A drawing for GNNs has reflectional
symmetry if it can be folded in half along a re-
flection axis and the two halves line up with each
other, while the drawing has k-rotational symme-
try if it can be rotated around degrees 2π/k and
still look the same. Table 1 records the number
of reflection axes and k in the columns ‘reflec-
tion axes’ and ‘k-rotational symmetries’ respec-
tively. That is, the higher both the two values are,
and the more symmetric the drawing appears. In
addition, Figures 9(b) and 9(d) reveal that the
drawings of some subgraphs in the drawings gen-
erated by our approach display a high degree of
symmetries.

In what follows, we observe and analyze the
entries in Table 1 in greater detail. As for run-
ning time, the total running time and total it-
erations3 depend on many complicated factors,
e.g., movement magnitude parameter c1, rota-
tion magnitude parameter c2, force convergence
tolerance ε1, torque convergence tolerance ε2, na-
ture length of spring, and so on, and hence in
Table 1 ‘average time per iteration’ and ‘num-

3After trying many examples of moderate-size graphs, we
find that our approach can generate nice drawing by taking
about two or three times of the number of iterations of HK
approach.
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iteration 10

iteration 20
iteration 30

intial

iteration 40

iteration 50

iteration 60
iteration 70

iteration 243

Figure 6. Continuous process from initial drawing to final drawing of style S2 with multiple edges for a
bird structure. (average running time per iteration: 0.127572 s.) Note that in this case each spring has
different strength for yielding good drawing.

(a) A simple case makes us easy to realize how to follow the dynamic drawing.

(b) Bigger nodes walk along a collision-free path.

random
drawing

final drawing
(iteration 244)

iteration 5
iteration 10

iteration 15
iteration 20

iteration 25
iteration 30

random
drawing

final drawing
(iteration 67)

iteration 4
iteration 8

iteration 12
iteration 16

iteration 20
iteration 24

Figure 7. Continuous process from initial drawing to final drawing.
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(a) initial (b) our (weaker spring) (d)

Each  nonuniform
node is replaced by
a zero-sized node.

(c) our (stronger spring)

Figure 8. Different drawings of a hypercube.

Table 1
Statistics on the experimental results. Running time is measured on an Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core 1.99 GHz
PC with 1.25 GB memory under setting c1 = 0.1, c2 = 0.01, t1 = 10, t2 = π/2, ε1 = 0.1, ε2 = π/1800 =
0.1◦, γ = 40.

graph |N | method standard deviation of area reflect. k-rotational ave. time per number total run.
name edge length ( StdDev

AvgLen ) axes symmetries iter. (s) of iter.∗ time (s)

spring type stronger weaker stronger weaker weaker
classical 0.3950 - 386.50 - - .00019 984 0.187

HK A 31 HK 0.4121 - 349.98 - - .00109 1047 1.141
our 0.4746 0.3817 305.28 - - .05371 208 11.172

classical 0.4152 - 475.99 0 0 .00011 282 0.031
HK B 25 HK 0.4989 - 405.94 0 0 .00077 366 0.281

our 0.6366 0.3768 249.31 2 2 .05558 244 13.562
classical 0.2697 - 1012.32 - - .00020 1181 0.234

HK C 31 HK 0.3454 - 603.20 - - .00112 460 0.515
our 0.4813 0.2950 500.31 - - .05263 293 15.422

classical 0.2702 - 283.26 0 0 .00005 87 0.004
HK D 15 HK 0.3001 - 181.00 0 0 .00031 562 0.172

our 0.4754 0.2764 70.68 1 0 .01895 357 6.766
classical 0.3170 - 28.94 0 0 .00007 222 0.016

mesh 4 × 4 16 HK 0.2341 - 32.15 0 0 .00030 256 0.078
our 0.3584 0.2961 22.66 4 4 .02379 67 1.594

classical 0.3649 - 80.10 - - .00025 557 0.141
mesh 6 × 6 36 HK 0.4269 - 63.59 - - .00157 1390 2.188

our 0.4737 - 44.61 - - .08758 529 46.328

∗The number of iterations is measured when all the three approaches obtain the drawings with
the same total edge length.
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(c) HK_C (The size of each drawing is 40% of the original.)

(a) HK_A 

(d) HK_D

classical
our

(stronger springs)HKinitial
our

(weaker springs)

classical
our

(stronger springs)HKinitial
our

(weaker springs)

(b) HK_B

classical
our

(stronger springs)HKinitial
our

(weaker springs)

classical
our

(stronger springs)HKinitial
our

(weaker springs)

(f) mesh 6 x 6
(The size of each drawing in (f) is 30% of the original.)

classical HKinitial

(e) mesh 4 x 4

classical ourHKinitialour (strong-
-er springs)

our (weak-
-er springs)

Figure 9. 2-D drawing of styles S4 for various graphs with rectangular nodes.
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ber of iterations’ are measured under the set-
ting c1 = 0.1, c2 = 0.01, t1 = 10, t2 = π/2, ε1 =
0.1, ε2 = π/1800 = 0.1◦, γ = 40 and considering
that all the three approaches obtain the drawings
with the same total edge length. Note that, in or-
der to speed up the convergence of our algorithm,
the force and torque convergence tolerances (i.e.,
ε1 and ε2) are set as large values as possible such
that in visualization the final drawing is hardly
modified by subsequent iterations. We apply the
same idea to setting the force tolerances used by
the classical and HK drawings, which are natu-
rally different from ε1.

As for the standard deviation of the edge
length, Table 1 seems to indicate that our ap-
proach using weaker springs is the best. However,
a closer examination reveals that the measure of
the remaining methods can be reduced by adjust-
ing the parameter of stretching the nature lengths
of springs, which has a tendency to maintain the
uniformity of the edge length. Therefore, it ap-
pears that there is no clear winner in producing
drawings with the most uniform edge lengths. As
for the drawing area, the HK drawing and our
drawing using stronger springs (in Figure 9) per-
form better, as the numerical values in Table 1
suggest. Obviously, our approach has the capa-
bility of producing the drawing with the smallest
area because the rotations of nonuniform nodes
are considered in our procedure. As for symme-
tries, both Figure 9 and Table 1 suggest that our
approach using weaker springs enjoys the merit
of a high degree of symmetries.

(a) classical (b) our (c) HK

Figure 10. The drawing of a mesh GNN with
10 × 10 nodes produced by our approach.

Table 2
Statistics of the experimental result for the mesh
GNN shown in Figure 10.

mesh 10 × 10 (|N | = 100)
method average time per number of total running

iterations (s) iterations time (s)
classical .00200 2267 4.531

HK .01187 1316 15.625
Algorithm 1∗ .20775 753 156.438

∗Applying the classical approach as the preprocessing
procedure of our approach (i.e., applying the output of
the classical approach as the input of our approach)
costs only about 95.406 s.

In order to estimate the number of nodes that
our algorithms can handle, Figures 10(a)–(c) give
the drawings of a mesh GNN with 100 nodes
produced by the classical approach, the HK ap-
proach, and Algorithm 1, respectively, and their
experimental statistics is given in Table 2. In
view of Tables 1 and 2, our algorithm can still be
considered tractable for handling moderate-sized
graphs, although it runs slower than the others,
as expected. On average, for the GNNs in Ta-
ble 1, our algorithm runs 263–505 times slower
than the classical approach, whereas from Table
2 our algorithm runs about 34.5 times slower than
the classical approach for a 100-node mesh GNN.
It implies that, as far as a larger-sized GNN is
concerned, the effect of computing only the local
repulsive forces in Algorithm 1 on the reduction
of time complexity is getting more obvious, and
the gap of time complexity between Algorithm
1 and the classical approach is getting narrower.
Although Algorithm 1 still run slower than the
classical approach by a large multiple, Algorithm
1 takes about 156.438 s (≈ 2.6 minutes) to han-
dle such a 100-node GNN. This leads us to a con-
clusion that our algorithm is mostly suitable for
either moderate-sized GNNs or the larger-sized
GNNs in the static scenario. Note that applying
the classical approach as the preprocessing pro-
cedure of our approach may reduce the total run-
ning time (in the example, this strategy costs only
about 95.406 s ≈ 1.6 minutes). It is of interest
to see whether the multi-scale technique [10,11]
could be applied and incorporated into our algo-
rithm to improve the time complexity.
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In summary, allowing the rotation of each
nonuniform node has the advantage that weaker
springs make our final drawing more symmetri-
cal, whereas strong springs make our final draw-
ing with a smaller size. In graph drawing, sym-
metry is a much admired property [31]. A more
symmetrical drawing can help users observe the
structure and the properties of the graph clearly
in visualization. On the other hand, because the
display screen is limited, it is crucial to generate
a drawing with a smaller area, especially, in the
case when every node has a nonzero size. When
we zoom in a smaller-sized drawing with tiny at-
tributes (texts or icons) associated with nonuni-
form nodes, the size of the attributes are en-
larged simultaneously and hence can be displayed
clearly.

Take Figure 11 for an example. The Uni-
fied Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized
specification language for object modeling, and
it is often used to describe the static view of
an application [33]: the main constitutions are
classes and their relationships. In the graphi-
cal notations of UML, classes are represented by
nonuniform nodes and their relationships are rep-
resented by arcs. For example, Figure 11(a) gives
a drawing of a UML class diagram derived from
[32], depicting the procedure followed for orga-
nizing honors students’ seminars. Figure 11(b)
(resp., Figure 11(c)) redraws Figure 11(a) by our
approach with weaker (resp., stronger) springs,
which gives a nearly symmetrical drawing (resp.
a smaller-sized drawing). As compared to the
drawing in Figure 11(a), the drawing in Figure
11(b) reveals the information that the UML class
diagram is a symmetrical graph if we delete the
node labeled by ‘:Lecture’ (the bottommost node
in Figure 11(b)). As for the advantage of a small-
sized drawing, Figure 11(d) gives the drawing af-
ter zooming in the small-sized drawing in Figure
11(c) until the drawing height is the same as Fig-
ure 11(a). By doing this, although some text in-
side nonuniform nodes in Figure 11(d) is oblique,
they still can be observed more clearly than those
in Figure 11(a), under the same display screen. If
text labels are too oblique to be observed, we may
further restrict every nonuniform node to rotating
under a range of inclination angles.

For graphs with not only rectangular nodes, we
consider an example shown in Figure 12. Fig-
ure 12(a) is a diagram derived from [34], which
applies UML notations and a special type of high-
level Petri-nets [35] to the visual modeling of
object-oriented distributed system. Note that
Figure 12(a) is drawn manually. By represent-
ing each object by a polygon and each net by
straight line segments, we obtain a straight-line
drawing of a GNN in Figure 12(b), where multi-
ple edges are allowed. Figure 12(c) redraws Fig-
ure 12(b) by our approach. We observe that there
are three clusters of nonuniform nodes which are
divided by two dashed curves in Figures 12(b)
and 12(c), respectively. Note that the way to di-
vide the GNN into three clusters in Figure 12(c)
is different from that in Figure 12(b). It is easy
to see that the clusters in Figure 12(c) are more
reasonable (e.g., according to the connectivity of
node ‘processtask’, the node should belong to the
largest cluster, but Figure 12(b) is not the case).
Therefore, like other force-directed methods, our
approach has the advantage that the nodes with
highly connectivity are drawn closely.

4.4. 3-D experimental results
Now we turn our attention to drawing GNNs in

3-D. Figures 13 shows some experimental results
of our algorithm on pyramid, cube, mesh, flower,
and sphere. As one can easily see, each of the final
drawings displays a high degree of symmetry and
is reasonably ‘nice’. In Figure 13 (e), we compare
our approach with a naive extension of the clas-
sical spring algorithm [2] using an example of a
3-D sphere structure. In this graph, a large ball
is surrounded by a number of small balls. Our
potential fields approach produces a nicer draw-
ing as Figure 13 (e) indicates. This is because our
approach can detect the large ball and consider it
to draw the GNN.

It should be noticed that the nonuniform nodes
(polyhedra) in each graph of Figure 13 do not
display symmetrically. The reason is that our 3-
D approach uses sample points to approximate
each polyhedron for reducing the running time,
and hence it may easily result in local minimal
problems between polyhedra.

In the future, it is of interest to further compare
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Figure 11. Different drawings of a UML class diagram, where (a) is derived from [32]. Note that the
original drawing in [32] includes texts associated with edges, but the texts are omitted in (a) because the
edge labeling is not concerned in our work.
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Figure 12. (a) A diagram derived from [34]. (b) A straight-line drawing of (a). (c) A drawing of the
diagram produced by our approach. Note that two dashed lines divide the diagram into three clusters in
(b) and (c), respectively.
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weaker spring stronger spring 

approximation classical our 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Figure 13. 3-D graph drawing. (a) For the same structure, using different springs show two different
layouts. (b) Cube structure. (c) Mesh structure. (d) Flower structure. (e) Sphere structure (our approach
uses polyhedra to approximate spherical nodes). (Respectively average running time per iteration (s):
0.00015, 0.00453, 0.00593, 0.02203, 0.02375)

our 3D approach with other 3D methods, e.g.,
GEOMI [36] or WilmaScope [37].

5. Applications

Aside from the fact that natural objects tend
to be of nonzero size, another motivation behind
the need of handling GNNs has to do with draw-
ing clustered graphs. Consider the scenario of
drawing a graph with millions of nodes. Applying
a drawing algorithm to the huge graph directly
suffers from a number of drawbacks. Disregard-
ing the inefficiency of the method, the outcome
of the drawing often fails to reflect the structure
of the graph, for related nodes may not be close
to each other as one normally prefers. As a re-
sult, a number of strategies have been developed
targeting at keeping related nodes in a cluster.
For instance, the EH method [25] suggests the
use of three types of springs: ‘weaker’ springs for
connecting inter-cluster nodes, ‘stronger’ springs

for intra-cluster ones, and ‘virtual springs’ for
gathering adjacent and nonadjacent intra-cluster
nodes. Using this idea, it becomes easier to ‘nav-
igate’ through clustered graphs with huge num-
bers of nodes. However, with nodes added into
(or deleted form) the graph, the EH algorithm
has to be applied to all the nodes in the new
graph, even to clusters that already exist in the
original graph. This leaves us to wonder, in-
stead of re-drawing an existing cluster, whether
it is possible to inherit the drawing of the cluster
from its original graph. By treating each cluster
as a nonuniform node, one would naturally ex-
pect that drawing graphs with nonuniform nodes
might find another application in the study of
clustered graphs.

Take Figure 14 for example. Instead of apply-
ing a drawing algorithm (such as a force-directed
method) to the entire graph, it might be beneficial
to take advantage of the nature of the graph be-
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) 

tree mesh

triangle
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graph

unknown

Figure 14. Drawing a clustered graph. (a) Cluster partition. (b) Drawing individual clusters using the
conventional force-directed method. (c) Convex hulls of clusters. (d) Drawing while treating clusters as
nonuniform nodes. (e) Output of our algorithm (taking (d) as the input). (f) Final drawing by plugging
in details of clusters.
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Figure 15. Comparison of drawing the clustered graph in Figure 14.
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ing clustered. By using some technique, we parti-
tion the graph into some clusters, e.g., the graph
of Figure 14(a) is divided into clusters of tree,
mesh, triangle mesh, and Petersen graph, and the
remaining nodes form a cluster called ‘unknown’.
Knowing the constituent clusters, a good start-
ing point to draw such a clustered graph, per-
haps, is to draw each individual cluster separately
by means of, for instance, the classical spring al-
gorithm (Figure 14(b)). Once this is done, the
details of each cluster can be abstracted out by
regarding its convex hull as a nonuniform node.
See Figure 14(c)(d). The next step is to apply our
approach to producing a layout of the GNN such
as Figure 14(e) shows. Finally, a nice drawing of
the original clustered graph is obtained by restor-
ing the details of all the clusters as Figure 14(f)
illustrates. Now suppose new nodes are added
to or deleted from Figure 14(a). Instead of run-
ning the drawing algorithm on the new (possibly
huge) graph all over again, our approach allows us
to keep the internal drawings of those unaffected
(due to insertion/deletion of nodes) clusters in-
tact, while the redrawing need only be applied
to a much smaller graph, giving rise to a much
better performance.

With respect to hierarchical clustered graphs,
the superiority of our approach is twofold. First,
by taking advantage of the cluster structure, our
method requires a much lesser amount of com-
putation than the EH method as pointed out in
the above discussion. Furthermore, the drawing
quality of our approach is also better than the
EH method with respect to the example shown
in Figure 15. To see this, the drawings of clusters
C2 and C5 are somewhat distorted by using the
EH method; on the other hand, these two clusters
are nicely displayed by ours. (See the left-most
drawings of Figures 15 (b) and (c).) Now if we
add two edges to the graph (see the middle draw-
ings of Figures 15 (b) and (c)), and re-draw the
graph using the two methods, we end up with
the right-most drawings of Figures 15 (b) and
(c). Comparing the left-most drawing with the
right-most drawing in Figure 15 (b), the embed-
ding (see C3 and C4 clusters) and the contour (see
C2 cluster) have changed. Our approach, on the
other hand, does not have this problem as Figure

15 (c) shows.
Note that our approach, however, may have a

disadvantage as follows. The inter-cluster edge
incident to a node that is not drawn on the
boundary of a cluster (polygon) can induce edge
crossings (see the thick edge in the right-most of
Figures 15 (c)). This is because the drawings of
clusters which are generated in earlier stages and
not changed afterwards are not aware of whether
the nodes drawn inside the cluster drawings are
connected by inter-cluster edges in later stages.

Our approach to drawing hierarchical clustered
graphs would also work well in the visualization
of social networks [38]. Their comparison is re-
mained as the future work.

Although the graph used in Figures 14 and 15 is
a hierarchical clustered graph with a 3-level inclu-
sion tree, our approach can be easily applied to
more complicated hierarchical clustered graphs.
Figure 16(a) gives an example of the drawing of a
4-level hierarchical clustered graph. In compari-
son with Figure 16(b) which is generated by using
the classical embedder [2] (regardless of its clus-
ter structure), our approach performs about 13
times more efficient than the classical approach.
Figure 16(a) in fact displays the cluster structure
of the hierarchical clustered graph. What makes
our approach run faster than the classical one is
that our drawing method need not re-draw the
clusters at the lower levels when processing the
clusters at the higher levels. As the size of the
graph increases, the classical approach is likely
to run even slower and often suffers from a more
serious local minimal problem. In view of the
above, our approach also has similar merits as so-
called multi-scale approach [10,11], which runs ef-
ficiently because in the multi-scale approach each
node only considers the local forces instead of the
global forces. The main difference between our
approach and the multi-scale approach is that the
main purpose of the multi-scale approach is to
draw generic graphs instead of hierarchical clus-
tered graphs, and hence, the multi-scale approach
cannot display the cluster structure of a clustered
graph.
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(a) our (b) classical

Figure 16. Drawing a 1024-node mesh graph by
(a) using our approach which considers the graph
as a hierarchical clustered graph with four-level
inclusion tree (total running time: 73.297 s); (b)
using classical spring embedder [2] (total running
time: 1477.250 s).

6. Conclusion

A potential-based approach, coupled with a
force-directed method, has been proposed and im-
plemented for drawing graphs with nodes of dif-
ferent sizes and shapes. Some applications, in-
cluding drawing clustered graphs, have also been
given to demonstrate the usefulness of our ap-
proach. A unique feature of our approach is that
in the process of reaching equilibrium, the degree
of inclination of a nonuniform node can be ad-
justed while moving from one position to another.
By doing so, the final drawing has a tendency
to display a high degree of symmetry as well as
to fit in a compact area. An equally important
aspect of our approach is that the formulas de-
rived in our potential field model are analytically
tractable, making our algorithm computationally
efficient. In comparison with some existing al-
gorithms, our experimental results look promis-
ing. A line of future improvement includes the
reduction of time complexity and the investiga-
tion of a more general model for potential fields
in 3-D, for our current treatment of a 3-D node
is based on approximating its faces using sample
points. It would be of interest to find solutions
to overcome the local minimal problems for draw-
ing graphs with nonuniform nodes, to apply the

multi-scale technique to handle graphs with huge
nonuniform nodes, and to produce dynamic draw-
ings of graphs while preserving the mental map.
In addition, it would also be of interest to find a
wider variety of instances for our approach such
that users may decide whether our approach suits
their practical needs.
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